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Everseen secures backing from multibillion-dollar
investor MARCOL to help eliminate $40bn of
retailer checkout losses
Retail security AI company Everseen reduces this loss by up to 90 percent; Company reveals it is
working with five out of the top 10 global retailers
LONDON and NEW YORK, Aug. 3, 2016 /PRNewswire/ -- Everseen, the retail security AI company, has secured
funding from MARCOL and other investors, to tackle the growing problem of product loss and shrinkage in the
global retail industry. Everseen uses advanced video analysis and artificial intelligence to reduce non-scans at
the checkout by up to 90 percent, a problem that costs retailers $40bn a year globally according to the Centre
for Retail Research.
When goods are not scanned at the checkout, retailers' supply chain systems do not see that a particular item
has left the inventory. It's only when stock checks happen that this loss is discovered. By then, it's too late to
see where it occurred and retailers have mistakenly assumed this loss is through customers or staff stealing
from the shelves. UK and US retailers alone invested $15bn in 2014 in measures to deter theft in-store (outside
of the checkout) but some of this investment is misplaced.
"Retailers are losing $40bn a year through shrinkage at the point of sale. Products non-scanned are not only
impacting profits but also creating supply chain issues leading to out-of-stock products. Non-scans can be
intentional or unintentional and are generated by customers, employees through operational errors and process
non-compliance," said Professor Joshua Bamfield from the independent research group, Centre for Retail
Research. "At the moment, retailers are almost certainly hemorrhaging revenue through their POS and are
probably completely unaware of how it is happening, how they prevent it and the scale of the problem."
Everseen, which works with five of the top 10 global retailers, has proven that 95 percent of the issues at the
checkout are non-scans. The problem is more acute at self-scan checkouts with up to 10 times more non-scans
when compared to manned checkouts. The company estimates that 90 percent of all non-scans at the checkout
can be identified by using its video analysis and artificial intelligence system approach. By visually recognizing
such events using existing CCTV feeds and linking them to checkout transaction data, Everseen can identify
precisely when, where and why the activity took place. A video of the incident can then be shared with store
staff in real-time.
Current measures to prevent non-scanning are rudimentary at best, with CCTV systems only being checked
when suspicions are raised, which means the bulk of non-scanning activity is missed. By some estimates only 5
percent of irregular activity at the checkout is captured through traditional point of sale analysis systems.
"The majority of retailers simply don't know where these losses are coming from. Because of this they're acting
blind – trying to prevent losses but without any real direction. By understanding how these losses are occurring,
and how to prevent them, retailers can improve their profits by 5-15 percent," said Alan O'Herlihy, founder and
chief executive, Everseen. "We've spent a number of years developing the technology and uncovering what is
tantamount to the DNA of a non-scanning event. With growing interest from retailers across the globe, over the
next few months we are looking to partner with leading IT companies to service our retail customers worldwide.
This investment and MARCOL's resources and support in general will help us accelerate our global expansion."
"In today's highly competitive world, profit margins in the retail industry are tight and shrinkage is a serious
problem," said Pii Ketvel, CEO MARCOL Capital Europe, who led the MARCOL investment. "For retailers, this
solution can have an immediate, positive uplift on profitability. Our due diligence has shown that this solution
has the potential to completely transform the market. Everseen allows retailers to move more quickly to selfservice check-outs by making the user experience better, whilst helping the retailers to reduce their losses. By
combining Everseen's very impressive technology with MARCOL's financial and other resources, we're giving
Everseen the tools necessary to bring this remarkable technology to a global audience and to change the face
of retailing."
Editor's Note: A video demonstrating Everseen's system is available here.
About MARCOL
MARCOL, formed in 1976 by partners Terence Cole and Mark Steinberg, is an international multibillion dollar
investment business with interest in Finance, Health Care, Technology, Real Estate, Retail, and Hotels.
MARCOL's investment strategy includes both buy-outs and supporting existing businesses and their owners and
managers in expanding their businesses.

Whilst open to opportunities wherever they can be established, MARCOL focuses on sectors where it has proven
expertise and track record, primarily in Europe and the US. MARCOL continuously seeks investment
opportunities where growth potential can be sustained and enhanced by investment and active management.
MARCOL also has considerable restructuring and work-out experience helping owners and their existing
financiers to preserve and recover value.
Employing a core team of over 100 investment professionals collaborating across its investment disciplines,
MARCOL has offices in London, Luxembourg, Berlin and Paris.
For more information, visit www.marcol.com
About the Centre for Retail Research
The Centre for Retail Research provides authoritative and expert research and analysis of the retail and service
sectors in Britain, Europe and globally. The Centre, originally a higher-education research group, has been
independent since 1997. Its Director is Professor Joshua Bamfield.
Their work is based on understanding retail and consumer trends, analysing the main drivers of retail change
and making accurate forecasts.
The Centre's research and views are quoted widely. Radio and TV stations include: the BBC's Today Programme,
BBC 24, CNN, Sky News, Channel 4 News, ITV, BBC News, Sky and TV stations in The Netherlands, Czech
Republic, and Germany. Our reports are carried by major newspapers including The Times, Financial Times, The
Economist, Time Magazine, Daily Mail, The Sun, Frankfurter Allgemeine, The Financial Daily/ Financieele
Dagblad (Amsterdam), Täglicher Marktbe (Germany), Expansion (Spain), The Irish Independent, Irish Post, the
Times of India, Washington Times, and International Herald Tribune.
For more information, visit www.retailresearch.org
About Everseen
Everseen, the retail security AI company, was founded in 2008 by Tech Entrepreneur Alan O'Herlihy. Catalysed
by leading PhD and research scientists at its R&D center based in Timisoara, Romania, Everseen is an innovator
in the retail technology space, using video as a sensor and artificial intelligence to develop its point of sale nonscan detection anti-theft solution. Everseen is headquartered in Blackpool, Cork, Ireland and has sales offices
situated in the U.S., UK and Spain. Everseen has received significant investment from a high profile investor
base which includes the Irish government body, Enterprise Ireland, and most recently MARCOL. For more
information, see www.everseen.com.
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